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Diets & Diabetes over the Decades

Prior to 1914

Believed conservatism

was the most effective

diabetes treatment. If

the patient was doing

well, they were left

alone. Thought that

changes in diet and

lifestyle would result in

a sooner death.

Treated this way, a

person with diabetes

could live about 5

years. Type 1 diabetes

was a death sentence.

[1] 

The treatment of diabetes became

easier because of undernutrition.

Discovered that most cases of diabetes

are preventable by avoiding excess

weight. Found undernutrition and

conservatism increased diabetes survival

to 6 years. The "Starvation Diet" emerged

where doctors believed their patients

needed to be starved in order to

become "sugar free". [1,9)

Insulin invented in the

early 1920's with the

average insulin dose

being 21 units per day [1].

Professionals

recommended the "line

ration diet" where the aim

was to have the same

amount of carbs, protein,

and fat everyday. Black

portions were carb-

containing foods and red

portions included protein

and fat. Early on, it was

common to give equal

portions of black and red

portions. This provided

about 1500 calories and

100g of carbs. [4] 

Early 1920's

As insulin became more

available, more black

portions were given than

red. For those on insulin, the

starting diet was 15 black,

10 red portions. In 1929 RD

Lawrence was the first to

describe diet as the

keystone of diabetes

treatment. Found that diet

alone often restored good

health.[4] 

Late 1920s

Low carb,

prescriptive diet of

15 black portions,

10 red portions was

used well into the

1970's. Canadian

Diabetes

Association, now

Diabetes  Canada,

founded in 1953.[4] 

1950s
1970s

Protein and fat

containing foods

became less

restrictive as the

effect on

urine/blood

sugars appeared

to be minimal. [4] 

Abandoned carb

restrictive diets for

diabetics, focused instead

to limit fat intake and

increase complex carbs

and dietary fibre. Weight

reduction was primary

therapy for those with

type 2 diabetes. Diabetic

diet now described by

health professionals as

"healthy eating".

Individualization and

flexibility of each person's

diet was encouraged.

[3,4]  

1980s

1990's

Regular food intake emphasized,

including carbs at each meal.

Maintained focus on reducing fat

and increasing complex carbs.

Simpler method known as "plate

model" was suggested. Found that

the formal carb exchange systems

were unnecessary in initial stages of

diabetes. In 1992, the Canadian

Diabetes Association developed the

first Clinical Practice Guidelines.

Dietitian's became able to expand

their role to that of a diabetes

educator. The 1998 Practice

Guidelines state that all people with

diabetes should be referred to a

dietitian and that  nutritional

recommendations are the same as

the general public: having a variety

of the four food groups and

reducing saturated fat intake to less

than 10%. [2,4]   

2000s

Main focus on reducing

progression of diabetes through

lifestyle modifications including

low-calorie, low-fat diet, 150

minutes of activity per week, and

moderate weight loss.[5] 

Strong emphasis on

individualized nutrition

therapy. Now

included alternative

dietary patterns as

options. [6]

2010s

Nutrition therapy with a

Registered Dietitian is

recommended and has been

found to reduce A1C ~1-2%.

Significant focus on replacing

high Glycemic Index (GI) with

lower GI carbohydrates, as well as

encouraging regular

carbohydrate consumption. [7,8]  
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